On June 26, 2019, Rocky Mountain Power (RMP) filed its Offer of All Filed Evidence, representing RMP has conferred with the Division of Public Utilities (DPU) and the Office of Consumer Services (OCS, collectively with RMP and the DPU, the “Filing Parties”) and that the Filing Parties agree to waive cross-examination of witnesses and are willing to forego the scheduled hearing in this docket “unless the [Public Service Commission (PSC)] has questions for any of the witnesses.” If the PSC has no questions for the witnesses, the Filing Parties request the PSC cancel the hearing scheduled for July 2, 2019. The Filing Parties offer all testimony and exhibits filed in this docket, and request the PSC admit them to the record and consider RMP’s application based on the evidence in the record.

The PSC observes that some of the concerns the DPU and the OCS expressed in their written testimony and comments address potential total load that may take service under the proposed new schedule. While RMP has concurred with all of these concerns and associated recommendations, the PSC requests the parties address the following questions through additional comments or at the scheduled hearing:

1. How do the parties expect the implementation of Utah Code Title 4, Chapter 41a, Cannabis Production Establishments to impact the total load taking service under the proposed tariff?
In its written rebuttal testimony, RMP asserts it held discussions with the DPU and the OCS about its proposal to make a specified filing with the PSC within 60 days after certain events occur and that RMP believes its proposal satisfies the DPU’s and the OCS’s concerns; do the DPU and the OCS concur that RMP’s proposal satisfies their concerns?

If parties agree to address these questions through additional comments rather than at hearing, the parties should file a joint motion to that effect **no later than 12:00 p.m. on Monday, July 1, 2019.** Otherwise, the PSC will hold the hearing on July 2, 2019, as previously noticed.

DATED at Salt Lake City, Utah, June 27, 2019.

/s/ Michael J. Hammer
Presiding Officer
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/s/ Gary L. Widerburg
PSC Secretary
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